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Astrology is not only the prediction of oneâ€™s future. It is the study of planetary positions in relevance
to the Earthâ€™s position. Although it is known as a form of science, it is actually a branch of
pseudoscience. It identifies the problems prevailing in the society but it cannot offer a solution. Even
so, there are believes in many Asian countries like India that performing a religious ritual, to
appease the dominant ruler of a planetâ€™s wrath will solve their problems. These rituals are called as
pariharas. You can easily surf through various websites that speaks about astrology from your
computer powered by ATT Uverse Internet.

As mentioned before, astrology does not only predict the future. In fact most philosophers argue
that, as astrology is an ancient subject invented before the beginning of the modern times, the future
predictions these days are all bogus. It is because due to the shift in the Earth and the other planets
belonging to the Solar system have considerably reduced the effect of the rules governing these
predictions. Even though their facts can be taken as correct, astrology still proves efficient in the
prediction of oneâ€™s character, personality, moralities etc. These characteristics produce a
background affect on life. But this is not predominantly determined. Planetary transits also affect a
personâ€™s life and character for a period of time. It could be as short as two weeks or can blow on until
10 years.

A personâ€™s character is affected by his sun sign, moon sign and the descendant sign. In astrology,
the sun and the moon play important parts. They are the most important of the planets and are
referred to as luminaries. Sun sign astrology is relatively simple to moon sign astrology and is widely
used across the world. In sun sign astrology, only the positions of the sun are taken into account
and applied to the twelve zodiac signs depending on the month of birth of the person. The Zodiac
signs are: Aries (March 21 âˆ’ April 19), Taurus (April 20 âˆ’ May 20), Gemini (May 21 âˆ’ June 20), Cancer
(June 21 âˆ’ July 22), Leo (July 23 âˆ’ August 22), Virgo (August 23 âˆ’ September 22), Libra (September 23
âˆ’ October 22), Scorpio (October 23 âˆ’ November 21), Sagittarius (November 22 âˆ’ December 21),
Capricorn (December 22 âˆ’ January 19), Aquarius (January 20 âˆ’ February 18), Pisces (February 19 âˆ’
March 20). Sun sign is the character that a person portrays to the outside world.

Moon sign denotes a personâ€™s inborn qualities. The moon sign also uses the same twelvefold
method that is used in the sun sign system. A personâ€™s moon sign is determined by the time and
date he was born in. A person's moon sign shows where the moon is located at the exact moment
of a person's birth. In Western Astrology, the twelve zodiac signs are associated with the moon sign.
The descendant sign indicates the nature of partners and relationships. It is the point that lies
exactly 180 degrees opposite to the ascendant. The ascendant denote the position of the sign that
ascends from the eastern horizon at the time and location where and event occurred or is occurring.

Many countries follow different forms of astrology. The prominent ways of reading astrology are the
Western astrology, The Indian or South/West Asian Astrology, The Chinese or East Asian astrology.
Western Astrology is relative simple and uses the sun sign method of reading astrology. It is largely
horoscopic. Chinese and Indian astrology also known as Jyotish or Vedic astrology starts with a
different fold of the zodiac system. There was a Mayan system of astrology that was not very
popular an died out.

There are other ways of predicting astrology such as Tarot card reading, palmistry, etc. Astrology
should always be treated with indifference. It should not influence an individualâ€™s life. Blind belief in
Astrology can be disastrous.
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